**Oil Painting Supply List**

**GENERAL SUPPLY LIST**
- Small Sketchbook - 5" x 7" to 8.5" x 11"
- Masking tape - 1"
- Kneaded eraser
- Paper Towels (auto shop towels work great – very absorbent!)
- Small Trash Bags (e.g. grocery store plastic bags)
- Broad Tip Marker or chisel-tip pencil (for drawing thumbnails & note taking)

**OIL PAINTING**
- Paint colors (preferred brands: Sennelier, Rembrandt, and Grumbacher Pre Tested. You may bring more than these suggested colors, or even get by on just the yellow, red, blue and white. If you’re going this route, buy larger tubes!)
  1. Titanium White
  2. Cadmium Yellow Light
  3. Yellow Ochre
  4. Cadmium Red Light
  5. Alizarin Crimson
  6. Azure Blue
  7. French Ultramarine
- Canvas Panels or stretched canvas (If you’re on a budget, get canvas paper, instead). Please bring 2-3 panels per day in your choice of sizes 8" x 10", 9" x 12", 10" x 12", or 11" x 14"
- Wet-panel carrier (RayMar is great. Alternatively, a pizza box works)
- Brushes (quality does matter here! Better to have fewer good brushes than many low-quality brushes. I recommend Rosemary & Co, which must be ordered online. If you are going for value brushes, make sure they are bristle brush/hog hair. Masters Touch will work fine):
  1 large chip brush
  Flats sizes 4, 6, 8, 10. Rounds: 6, 8
  1 liner brush
- Odorless mineral spirits (OMS): Weber terpenoid is fine, Gamblin Gamsol preferred
- Brush cleaner: a small glass jar of OMS will do
- Vinyl gloves